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The True Meaning of

Easter

By, Faye Johnson

‘I’m so excited for Easter Sunday, I can’t wait to open my
Easter egg – it is my favourite festive holiday because all you
do is eat chocolate!’ squealed the little golden chick to his
mother whilst they were walking through the farmyard.
Mummy chicken laughed and waved as the little chick ran
into the field to meet his friends.
They didn’t notice a rabbit nearby whose ears were twitching
as he listened to their conversation. This was no ordinary
rabbit; this one was special. Most of his year was spent eating
carrots, jumping around and hiding down rabbit holes. But
every year during holy week he had a very important job. Yes,
that’s right, this was the Easter Bunny!! On Good Friday before
Easter Sunday he started to visit all the well-behaved chicks,
bunnies, kittens, puppies, ducklings and children to give out
chocolate eggs.
After hearing the little chick, he decided something had to be
done. This festival holiday means much more than eating
chocolate he thought to himself.

He bounced after the chick and pushed him down a rabbit
hole. The chick squealed as he bounced all the way down
to the bottom and then stopped as Easter Bunny handed
him the biggest chocolate egg you have ever seen. ‘You
can have this chocolate egg as long as you promise to
listen and tell your friends the true meaning of Easter’ the
rabbit said.
The chick quickly found his friends who were all amazed
at the size of his Easter egg! He explained to them that
Easter was a special time of year not just a time to eat
chocolate but to remember the resurrection of Jesus.
‘These round eggs are a symbol of the tomb that Jesus
left’ said the chick. Everyone was amazed. ‘Let’s do an
Easter egg hunt to celebrate’ the animals shouted. The
Easter Bunny hopped away happily to deliver more eggs
around the world.
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Words/phrases to watch for













Squealed.
Golden.
Farmyard.
Waved.
Twitching.
Jumping around.
Well-behaved.
Bounced.
Rabbit hole.
Tomb.
Hunt.
Hopped.

Discuss the story
After reading the story aloud, you might ask children: – What do you think of the
story? – What can we learn from the story? – Do you know anything about Easter?
– How do you think the little chick felt after learning about Easter? What do you
think the animals learnt from their experience? – Do you know why we have
Easter eggs? –Will you eat Easter eggs this year? –How do you celebrate Easter
in your country? – What is your favourite festive holiday? – What do you think
about Easter? –Do you think this is a good celebration? –What do you think about
the Easter Bunny? – Do you think the Easter Bunny did the right thing? Ask
students to explain their answers.

Story theatre

Writing prompt

First, invite children to act out the story after having
heard it read aloud. Introduce several rules for “Story
Theatre”.

Create your own Easter story. Start your

- Form a circle. The centre of the circle is the stage.
Neither the actors nor the audience may physically touch
each other.

‘The Easter Bunny was bouncing along the

-When the actor is speaking, the narrator and the
audience are listening.

when….’ Now draw a picture of what you

Then, choose a narrator and an actor to play the little
chick, his mother, the Easter Bunny and the other
animals. The narrator retells the story in his or her own
words as the actors perform and the audience watches.

story based on the following story prompt:
field with a basket full of eggs in his hands
wrote about.
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How to Hack the
Cambridge Exams
(and other similar language exams)

By, Ben Sedillo

As we approach final exam season, for many,
just the mere thought of taking the Cambridge
exams can be extremely daunting, anxietyridden, and/or a seemingly overwhelmingly
intimidating task that requires years and
years of painstaking study in pursuit of the
perfect
proverbial
English
level
that
everyone strives for, whether for work,
university entrance exams, or one´s own
personal challenge that he or she has taken
upon his/herself to achieve. No matter what
the case, in hopes of providing you with the
necessary tools to not just past your proposed
exam, but rather excel at it, this article
aims to help you essentially “hack” the exams.
Have you ever asked yourself what the most
important part of the exam is? I´m not
referring to whether it is the listening part,
or the reading etc., but rather to the one
thing that will actually help you dominate
each and every part of the test (i.e.
listening, reading, use of English, writing,
and speaking). I am alluding to: synonyms.
Why synonyms might you ask? All teachers have
their own methods and I am by no means saying
that mine are the best and above all, I am a
firm believer in that everyone should find
what works best for them, however, I have
found that throughout my years of experience
as a teacher that once students were able to
master the art of synonyms, their exam marks
sky-rocketed. But how can you apply this
notion to the test? Synonyms will serve you
as an integral part of the exam because each
part uses them as the key component to confuse
test-takers when it comes down to finding the
correct answer. They do this by providing you
with questions and possible options for
answers then whether it is the reading part
of the test, the listening, or the use of
English, they normally mention all of the
options in a different way using synonyms for

either one word or phrase that means the same
thing as one of the words or phrases in the
options and/or questions. Even for the parts
where you have to provide a word or phrase
without
multiple
choice
options,
the
sentences or questions that you have to
complete, will be worded in a different way
in either the text if it is a reading, or in
the audio clip if is a listening so that you
get thrown off. However, if you know the
synonym that connects with the text or audio,
then you know what to either look for or
listen for and then it makes providing the
answer easier. If it is a use of English part,
especially the word transformation part, then
you have to transform the sentence to mean the
exact same thing as the question or previous
phrase by using, yes you guessed it, synonyms.
Synonyms will also help you ace the speaking
and writing parts of the exam by providing you
with the necessary tools to stand out from the
rest of the crowd. How? Most test-takers use
the same old sentence structures, adjectives
to describe things, and verb structures.
However, if you start to replace these dull
and monotonous forms of expression to more
descriptive and exciting words that say
more while using shorter, more concise
structures such as for example, everyone
knows the word, “beautiful” right? Start by
replacing these simple words that everyone
knows and constantly uses with words such
as: stunning, alluring, or gorgeous just to
name a few. Once you start to do this, then
you will start to realize that even though
they are synonyms of the word, beautiful,
they all mean something a bit different and
add great undertones to what you are
describing. Let´s take the word, stunning.
Stunning is obviously a synonym for
beautiful but what exactly does it mean? -
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By breaking down the word we know that it is
an adjective in this form but in verb form
we know that it has different meanings
depending on the context even though they
are all interrelated. First think of if you
have ever heard the word in a different
context, such as a “stun-gun”. A stun-gun is
used by police officers to electrically stun
(or charge) an aggressor to momentarily
paralyze them and stop them in their tracks.
So now if I want to use the word stunning to
mean beautiful how does this work? Start off
by taking the same idea, if a stun-gun is
used to electrically charge someone and stop
them in their tracks, well chances are that
if you use the same connotation for the word
beautiful it can be used in the same way by
means of association which will in turn help
you to retain the new vocabulary words that
you learn at a much higher rate. What I mean
by this is that now by taking the word you
associate it with, something that has great
meaning for you in your life, or one of your
experiences and now that word represents that
one thing for you. For instance, whenever I
think of the word, stunning, I immediately
think of the Grand Canyon. Why? Because of
its immensity, grandeur and awesomeness
(break down this word as well and you will
see how expressive it is) it leaves you
stunned. The first time I walked close to
the edge of the top of the Grand Canyon my
mouth dropped and I was literally paralyzed
and overcome by a sense nothingness in that
it made me feel tiny and so miniscule. Now
by association, stunning for me always
represents the Grand Canyon. Try this
technique of association and I guarantee that
you will start to retain more difficult
vocabulary words as well as a greater amount
of them and less likely to forget them.
By applying this technique to all aspects of
the exam and in particular, the speaking and
writing parts, you will ignite a spark in
the listener or reader´s mind by projecting
into it an image which transports them to
the place, situation, view, smell, and so
on. Test-takers must also keep in mind that
the examiners read and hear thousands of
examinees speaking and writing and if almost
every single one of them uses the same
adjectives and format to express themselves
it is much easier to get lost in the crowd
and not stand out. However, if you want to
stand out, changing these common words and
sentence structures are essential in order -
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to impact your audience, which in this case
is the examiner. I tested out this theory
with some students of mine who were
preparing for the FCE (Cambridge First exam)
by giving them a common topic for a writing
exercise. I wanted to see how they would
treat the assignment; if they thought it was
boring or if they wrote with their heart.
What most people don´t realize is that your
tone, mental state, mood, personality, and
many other things shine through the paper
when you´re writing or speaking and if you
are doing it from your heart or going through
the motions and treating it like a boring
assignment. The same goes for the exam. What
I saw from that exercise was that only one
of the students out of about 8 in total,
truly wrote from the heart. This student
expressed herself in a way that provoked
happiness,
excitement,
a
sense
of
bewilderment, and joy. It showed through the
paper bright and clear like a beautiful
sunny day. The others seemed grey, dull,
drab,
and
monotonous.
The
sentence
structures and descriptive words took on
that persona as well. So whatever essay or
writing assignment you are asked to do or
even during the speaking part when they are
asking you general questions or if you have
to work with a partner and speak about
different picture prompts, etc. do your best
to
give
complete,
riveting,
inspiring
answers even if the topic is a boring one.
So, for instance if they ask you to describe
the weather don´t just say, “Well, it´s
sunny and warm.” Spice it up by saying
something in an enticing way to the effect
of: “It´s a pleasantly balmy day, without a
cloud in the sky, ideal for a warm walk in
the park or the urge to bask in the sun while
soaking up the delightful rays giving us a
break from last week´s dreadful grey skies
and showers.”
But how can you master synonyms and how will
they help you develop a greater command over
every aspect of the exam? The answer might be
much simpler than you may think. First and
foremost, it is necessary to keep in mind that
I´m not suggesting that you memorize long lists
of vocabulary words and their corresponding
synonyms, but rather to pay attention to hidden
details, or clues that are in the question or
in the answer options and if it is a part of
the exam that you have to provide the answer,
then you must start to think logically by
breaking down the sentence structure and then
immediately think to yourself - “What could be
the possible answer, what sentence structures
are being used and do I have to provide? -
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A verb, noun, adjective, adverb, etc.?”
Pay attention to the individual words that you
may not know and then start dissecting them by
deciphering if it uses a positive or negative
prefix based on the context of the sentence,
find the root word and see if it is at all
related to the Latin root, then look at the
suffix and decide whether it´s the suffix of a
noun, or adverb etc. Then, the next step would
be to think of the context of the sentence.
With the clues or keywords that you have found
in the sentence. Each and every sentence in
either the questions or the options has a
keyword in it and if you can crack that code
by associating the context as well as the
sentence structure and what part of speech it
is hinting at, you can then proceed to think
of the missing pieces that are most likely to
fit.
One of the biggest mistakes that students or
test-takers make is that they skip the
instructions and titles of the task at hand as
well as ignoring the pictures that are provided
in the exam part. However, the instructions
tell you exactly what is to come and what you
need to do and the title gives you clues to
the context and aim of the exam part. Once you
read those two things and before even starting,
you should automatically start the process of
critical and logical thinking. What I mean by
this is that you should already start thinking
to yourself, “What general knowledge do I have
about this topic? From this point on, your
brain should already be starting the process
of thinking logically and you should be asking
yourself questions about each of the exam
questions and options in order to figure out
the correct answer. For both reading and
listening practice exam exercises I have done
this with students and they were able to figure
out about 90-95% of the correct answers based
on the questions alone, before even reading
the text or listening to the audio.
So, take full advantage of the time that is
allotted for you to look at the questions
whether it´s the reading comprehension part of
the test or the listening part, but don´t get
stuck on one word if you don´t know it. If you
do the process of breaking down the words that
you don´t know like I explained before you can
figure out the meaning of the word based on
the context. Pay attention to the sequencing
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of the exam part at hand because they all flow
chronologically
and
almost
always
the
questions connect and proceed logically so if
you choose an answer that doesn´t have anything
to do with any of the previous answers or
questions, then more than likely it will be
wrong.
However, if you can make a logical connection
with not only previous answers and questions
but also with the ones that follow, then it is
highly probable that your answers will be
correct. This is why it is imperative that you
always put some type of answer even if you
don´t know if it will be 100% correct, so if
you get stuck on one answer or a couple of
options check to make sure that everything
makes a logical connection to one another and
it will help you to make an educated guess.
Last but not least, always check and/or doublecheck your work. Most test-takers skip over
this part due to poor time management, usually
commenting that they didn´t have enough time
to go back. Others admit to thinking that
everything is perfect or even if they weren´t
sure about an answer they preferred to just
leave it as it was. However, allowing yourself
enough time to go through this process
throughout the exam and not only after you´ve
finished each part, is essential. While you
are doing each part, after each part and then
after you´ve finished the exam, you should
double-check all of your answers by paying
attention to the tenses, prepositions, and
other parts of speech and make sure they match
and on other sections like reading, writing,
and listening make sure each part flows
logically and is cohesive. - Be selective and
mark the questions you aren´t sure about for
review, especially if you tend to do worse when
you doubt yourself and your intuition. - Try
doing it backwards to see if it makes sense
and do it a bit more slowly. – Like I mentioned
before, sometimes future questions and answers
give you clues to the answers of previous
questions, so if there isn´t a logical cohesion
in all of the answers then that answer is
probably incorrect. – Just like in math, you
have to double-check your calculations, so the
same goes with English or any other language,
if you know the grammatical formula e.g. for
the first conditional let´s say, (If + present
simple + will/can/may etc. + bare infinitive)
then it makes it easier to check your
“calculations”. – TRUST YOUR INSTINCTS!

Mission Accomplished

Trust your instincts

KEYS TO HACKING
THE EXAMS

the
HEART

Always review and
double-check your work

Breaking down - Dissecting extracting unknown words

clues

SC SUMMER CAMP 2019
CAMPAMENTO DE VERANO
Del 24 de junio al 26 de julio 2019
¿QUÉ ES EL SC SUMMER CAMP?

A QUIEN VA DIRIGIDO

METODOLOGÍA

• Son programas de inmersión
lingüística, adaptados a cada edad y
cada nivel. Están dirigidos a niños y
jóvenes que quieren mejorar su nivel
de inglés, practicar deportes (que
incluyen olimpiadas) y disfrutar de
talleres y actividades de ocio y tiempo
libre de una manera amena y
divertida.
• La temática de cada semana es
diferente.
• El hilo conductor del Summer Camp
2019 es “DISNEY”with Escape Room
Games & activities. Tendrán que
superar pruebas, crear sus propias
historias y vivir muchas aventuras.
Semana 1: “Mulan”
Semana 2: “Aladdin”
Semana 3: “Lion King”
Semana 4: ”The Jungle
Book”
Semana 5: “Pocahontas”

• Edades: desde 5 años hasta 16 años.
• Los alumnos estarán agrupados
atendiendo a su edad.
• Todas las actividades están impartidas
por monitores y profesores de SC
Language, nativos angloparlantes.
• Se combinan el perfeccionamiento
del inglés por niveles, con los
entrenamientos.
• Objetivo: que los alumnos mejoren su
nivel de fútbol inculcando a la vez el
respeto, el esfuerzo, la diversión y el
juego limpio.
• Al mismo tiempo los niños y niñas
aprenden y mejoran su nivel de inglés
a través de juegos y actividades
lúdicas.

A través de English Workshops (talleres):
• Seremos “Ratatouille”: Cocina /
“Cooking class”
• Seremos “pensadores”: “Mind lab”:
“Problem solving”
• Seremos “periodistas”: Club de
prensa: “Press Club”
• Seremos “Picasso”: Arte, diseño y
creatividad / “Arts and Crafts”

EQUIPO DE PROFESORES
Profesores de inglés y monitores de SC
Language, nativos con gran experiencia en
la enseñanza del inglés como 2º idioma.

EL CURSO COMBINA
• Inglés, deportes (basket, volley, piscina,
gymkanas y olimpiadas deportivas), y
talleres de diferentes actividades, según la
edad.
• Cada ciclo tiene una programación
diferente y adaptada a la edad.
• Ofrecemos también un campamento
especial de Fútbol: SOCCER CAMP.

FECHAS Y HORARIO
Desde el lunes 24 de junio hasta el viernes
26 de julio 2019. Pueden contratarse
semanas sueltas, quincenas o el programa
completo de 5 semanas.
Lunes a Viernes, de 9:00 a 14:00 (sin
comedor)
De 9:00 a 16:30 (incluyendo comida)
También disponible servicio de ampliación
de horario (8:00 a 17:00)
LUGAR: En las instalaciones del Colegio
Bérriz – Molino de la Hoz.
Para más información:
916 030 203

SOCCER CAMP 2019
¡Elige tus semanas o ven
al programa completo!
•
•
•
•
•

24 - 28 de junio.
1 - 5 de julio.
8 - 12 de julio.
15 - 19 de julio.
22 - 26 de julio.

HORARIOS
• 9.00 h a 16.30 h.
• Horario ampliado
de 8.00 h a 17.00 h.

• Las actividades se
realizan en las
instalaciones del
Colegio BÉRRIZ – Molino
de la Hoz.
• Los niños están
acompañados en todo
momento por sus
monitores americanos y
británicos.
• Los programas están
diseñados para cada
edad y cada nivel de
inglés.

BABY SOCCER CAMP
PLAY AND LEARN!

CARÁCTERÍSTICAS
• Edades: desde 5 años hasta 16 años.
• Los alumnos estarán agrupados atendiendo
a su edad.
• Todas las actividades están impartidas por
monitores y profesores de SC Language,
nativos angloparlantes.
• Se combinan el perfeccionamiento del inglés
por niveles, con los entrenamientos.
• Objetivo: que los alumnos mejoren su nivel de
fútbol inculcando a la vez el respeto, el
esfuerzo, la diversión y el juego limpio.
• Al mismo tiempo los niños y niñas aprenden y
mejoran su nivel de inglés a través de juegos
y actividades lúdicas.

JUNIOR SOCCER CAMP
ENJOY THE ENGLISH!

ACTIVIDADES QUE INCLUYE EL CURSO
•
•
•
•

Práctica de fútbol
Talleres de “Public Speaking”
Piscina
Juegos

¡PRACTICA INGLÉS
JUGANDO AL FUTBOL!
Have Fun!
Para más información: 916 030 203

